
Unit 1
Vocabulary practice 
1 For 1–6 decide which adjective (A, B or C) best completes the sentence.

1 A good software designer needs to be ……… as well as technically skilled. 
A inventive B inquisitive C perceptive

2 It can be a strength rather than a weakness to express your emotions and show that you 
are ……… . 
A inspired B vulnerable C frivolous

3 John’s a good manager, because he’s always very ……… when giving feedback to his 
employees about their work performance. 
A tactful B diligent C gifted 

4 Carol’s a friendly person, but she’s sometimes a bit ……… if she’s with a large group of 
people. 
A cautious B withdrawn C agreeable

5 We need to take a(n) ……… approach to this problem, and analyse all the facts one by one. 
A intuitive B decisive C logical

6 Pauline seems to be relaxed and great fun, but I think we need somebody who’s a bit  
more ……… to work as a babysitter. 
A laid-back B down-to-earth C self-centred

2 Complete sentences a–j with a phrasal verb from the box in the correct form. There is one 
phrasal verb which you don’t need to use.

break out      burn out      come in      come up with      get on with      get over 
put in      set aside      spring up      swear by      turn up 

a Could you ………........... your homework instead of chatting on the phone to your friends, 
please?

b We were in a restaurant last night when a fight ………........... between one of the other 
customers and a waiter.

c I’ve always ………........... honey and hot lemon as the best way of curing a cold.

d I know it’s not easy running your own business, but you’ll ………........... if you keep 
working in the evenings and at weekends.

e In recent years, lots of new businesses have ………........... to cater for tourists in this area.

f He’s incredibly good at mental arithmetic – ask him to multiply any two large numbers  
and he’ll ………........... the answer in seconds!

g You’ve ………........... a lot of time and effort on this project, so I think you deserve to 
succeed.

h That electric drill you gave Tom for his birthday ………........... very useful for putting up 
the new kitchen shelves.

i Hugo ………........... for the meeting half an hour late, looking hot and bothered.

j It took several weeks before he completely ………........... that awful virus he caught last year.
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3 Match what each person A–F says with one of the descriptions 1–6.

A ‘I never put my seatbelt on in the car – the police don’t check around here.’

B ‘All those cheap last-minute deals you told me about had gone, so I had to pay the full 
fare for my ticket.’

C ‘The very first time I played chess, I beat my opponent.’

d ‘I wasn’t well-prepared for my history test, but fortunately all the questions were about 
the periods I know and like best.’

e ‘Not having been to Manchester before, I just went into the first restaurant I found and 
hoped I’d made a good choice.’

f ‘Teachers in my country can’t choose which town they work in, so I have to go wherever 
I’m sent.’

1 This person took pot luck.

2 This person’s situation depends on the luck of the draw.

3 This person had beginner’s luck.

4 This person had a stroke of luck.

5 This person was out of luck.

6 This person is pushing her luck.

4 For a–j replace the underlined part of the sentence with a word from the box with a similar 
meaning. There are five extra words you don’t need to use.

accomplished    apprehensive    conscientious    compulsive    dejected    essential 
gloomy    motivated    massive    mundane    nostalgic    passionate    plausible 
self-reliant    sensitive

a He’s an outstanding footballer and it’s absolutely necessary that he plays in the final on 
Saturday.

b Sandra is an excellent secretary as she’s so careful and correct in her work.

c When her son went off to college, Mary felt affectionately about the past as she 
remembered the fun she’d had as a student. 

d As well as being bilingual, all his children are skilled musicians.

e Teachers generally enjoy teaching students who are hard-working and keen to learn. 

f I don’t much like that artist’s work – I find his pictures rather dark and depressing. 

g Although he’s only nine, their son is very able to act independently. He can even cook 
himself a simple meal.

h I have a maths test tomorrow and it’s far from being my best subject, so I’m feeling a bit 
worried about how I will get on.

i Gina would make an excellent nurse because she’s very good at understanding other 
people’s feelings.

j You shouldn’t complain about being given uninteresting tasks to do at work – after all, 
you’ve only been in the job for two weeks!
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Unit 2
Vocabulary practice 
1 Read the text below and complete gaps 1–10 with the best option (A, B, C or D).

Although perhaps not as well known as those of Venice or Rio de Janeiro, the carnival which 
takes place in the Greek town of Patras every year is 1 ……… from strength to strength. 
During carnival month, the population of the town more than doubles, with visitors coming 
either to participate in the 2 ……… or to be 3 ……… at the parades. The carnival has its 
4 ……… in Ancient Greece, when people used to dress up in masks and costumes at 5 ……… 
in honour of Dionysos, the god of wine. In its modern form, however, the Patras Carnival 
6 ……… back to 1829, when a merchant named Moretis held a ball in his house before the 
start of the pre-Easter forty day fast. Thereafter, carnival balls became a popular 7 ……… 
event, but it was not until the beginning of the twentieth century that parades with 8 ……… 
carrying people in costume became a feature of the carnival. In 1966, a treasure hunt was 
introduced as part of the carnival. This event, which 9 ……… dressing up and travelling round 
the town and surrounding countryside following clues, has proved 10 ……… popular with the 
young people of Patras.

  1 A being B becoming C growing D going

  2 A customs B celebrations C traditions D feasts

  3 A siblings B passers-by C spectators D combatants

  4 A origins B infancy C causes D ignition

  5 A festivals B allocations C alliances D expeditions 

  6 A ventures B dates  C originates D commences 

  7 A odd B usual C annual D special

  8 A textiles B floats C coaches D jeeps

  9 A incorporates B encloses C endures  D involves

10 A impressively B profusely C largely  D immensely 

2 Match words 1–10 with descriptions a–j.

a a person who has no fixed home, but travels from place to place 1 authentic

b genuine 2 masterpiece

c shining brightly with many small flashes of light 3 impromptu 

d a difficult and unpleasant experience 4 nomad

e far from any other places 5 oasis

f complicated 6 ordeal

g done without being planned 7 intricate

h great work of art 8 glittering

i very large 9 remote

j an area in the desert with water where plants grow 10 vast
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3 For 1–7 decide which word (A, B or C) cannot be used to complete the sentence.

1 It took several hours to clear up all the ……… left in the park after last night’s pop 
concert. 
A extras B mess C debris

2 The explorers ……… through thick jungle for weeks in search of the legendary city of El 
Dorado. 
A struggled B trekked C strolled

3 I’ve bought a device that ……… empty tins so that they don’t take up so much space in 
the rubbish bin. 
A squashes B rinses C crushes

4 When carrying out improvements on a historic building, it’s important to ……… as many 
original features as possible. 
A retain B decline C preserve

5 Pick that ice-cream wrapper up immediately! How many times have I told you that you 
shouldn’t ……… rubbish onto the pavement? 
A shovel B toss C chuck

6 She spent most of her working life studying the traditional ……… of the South Sea 
islanders. 
A rites B rituals C objectives

7 A crowd of teenage girls ……… as their favourite film star stepped out of the car and 
waved. 
A yelled B pursued C cheered

4 Complete a–h with a verb from the box in the correct form.

beat      call      come      filter      get      scramble      stand      sweep

a Although the older boys threatened him, Tim ………........... his ground and refused to 
hand over his money.

b As soon as the fire alarm went off, everyone ………........... for the nearest exit.

c Since it was featured on TV, hundreds of tourists have been ………........... a path to this 
previously little-known village. 

d Sue has at last ………........... to terms with the fact that her relationship with Mark  
is over.

e Now that reporters have found children working in one of their factories, the company’s 
good reputation has been ………........... into question.

f The advert claimed that this soap powder would ………........... rid of any oily spots on 
your clothes, but it hasn’t worked for me.

g It seems that very little of the money raised by tourism in this area ………........... back 
into the pockets of the local people.

h I’m not much of a dancer usually, but I got ………........... up in the excitement of the 
carnival party and ended up dancing all night.
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Unit 3
Vocabulary practice 
1 Complete a–f by combining one word from column A with one from column B. Use each 

word once only.

A B 
wind shuttle 
boarding chill 
marketing citizen 
senior machine 
space pass 
vending strategy

a There was a long queue in the café so I just bought myself a cold drink from a(n) 
………........... .

b When my cousin was staying in Canada last year the ………........... brought the 
temperature down to –40°C.

c When you become a(n) ………........... you can travel at reduced prices on public 
transport.

d As a small boy, Nick dreamed of becoming an astronaut and working on a(n) ………........... .

e You need to show your ………........... to get into that section of the airport.

f I’ll see you at next week’s meeting to discuss our ………........... for the new soap powder. 

2 Replace the underlined part of a–l with a phrasal verb from the box in the correct form.

bargain for    break down    break up    bring down    bring up    carry out     
hook up    put down    put up    set down    set up    turn down 

a Paula has to go into hospital for a day so that they can do some special tests.

b We’ve plenty of room, so we can give you a place to stay.

c Our school rules are very old-fashioned – some of them were written in the 1960s!

d They declined the wedding invitation because they were going on holiday the same day.

e We hadn’t expected or been prepared for heavy rain when we decided to go on a picnic.

f The patient was attached to a variety of instruments that monitored his breathing and 
heart rate.

g Alison began to cry when they gave her the news.

h Don’t raise the subject of tax with Ed at dinner – he’ll talk about it for hours!

i The scandal nearly made the government lose power.

j She doesn’t enjoy working for other people, so she’s just started her own business. 

k Three policemen finally managed to make the crowd of protesters leave in different 
directions.  

l It’s very embarrassing the way Stan always criticises his wife in public. 
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3 Complete a–g with a word formed from the word in capitals.

a Many people worry that they may suffer from mental ………...........  DETERIORATE 
in their old age.

b House prices in this area are so ………........... that very few couples  PROHIBIT  
can afford to live here.

c She always does the lottery even though the ………........... of winning  LIKELY 
is small.

d That singer is banned from performing in many countries  OUTRAGE    
because of his ………........... behaviour on stage.

e Shopping habits have been ………........... by the use of credit cards. REVOLUTION

f All actors would like to win an Oscar as it’s the most ………...........  PRESTIGE 
award in the film industry.

g We bought our house as an ………........... as well as a place to live. INVEST

4 Match adjectives 1–10 with descriptions a–j.

a large in amount or value  1 alluring

b unplanned 2 substantial

c very expensive 3 drastic

d unable to be avoided 4 exorbitant

e having too high a cost 5 spontaneous

f having an extreme effect  6 inevitable

g happening on Earth 7 intact

h very dangerous 8 prohibitive

i attractive and exciting 9 terrestrial

j complete and undamaged 10 perilous

5 Complete a–h with a phrase from the box.

as a matter of course      en route      how on earth      in store      in the pipeline 
no wonder      out of this world      the chances are that

a It’s ………........... she always looks fantastic – she spends a fortune on clothes and  
make-up!

b I’ll call you back later. I can’t talk now because I’m in the car ………........... to a meeting.

c They set off on their journey unaware of the difficulties that lay ………........... for them.

d ………........... can they afford such expensive holidays when neither of them has a  
well-paid job?

e In this situation, we always ask for proof of identification ………........... .

f ………........... we’ll win tomorrow’s match as we’ve got a much better team than  
they have.

g This chocolate is delicious – absolutely ………........... !

h Although the wind farm hasn’t been built yet, it’s ………........... .
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Unit 4
Vocabulary practice 
1 Read the newspaper report below and complete gaps 1–15 with the best option (A, B, C or D).

Urban fox causes accident 
Love them or hate them, foxes have become common in British towns, as food is more 
plentiful there. Their 1 ……… used to be chickens in rural farmyards; now foxes have 
developed a(n) 2 ……… for raiding rubbish bins in quiet suburbs.

Last night waitress Louise Banks was driving home to the suburb of Woodingdean from the 
centre of Brighton when a fox 3 ……… across the road in front of her. She 4 ……… to avoid 
it, but hit a large dog that was in 5 ……… of the fox, and then 6 ……… with a lamppost 
on the opposite side of the road. The owner of the dog 7 ……… the accident and called an 
ambulance. Luckily, neither the driver nor the dog suffered major injuries and, once the initial 
shock had worn off, Ms Banks was in more 8 ……… about the damage to her new car rather 
than being 9 ……… concerned about herself, the dog or the fox. The owner of the dog, pub 
landlord Jon Templeton, was 10 ……… , however. He told reporters, ‘I was taking Bruno for a 
walk when he became very excited and I guessed he’d got the 11 ……… of some animal. Then 
he 12 ……… sight of the fox and began to chase it before I could stop him. It’s not Bruno’s 
fault, he’s not a 13 ……… dog, he was just doing what comes naturally to him. These urban 
foxes are a(n) 14 ……… – if the car had been going faster that accident could have been 
15 ……… for Bruno, or even for Ms Banks.’ 

  1 A swamp B prey C creature D captive

  2 A assignment B charge C propensity D fascination

  3 A escaped  B hurtled C tumbled D emerged 

  4 A diverted B turned C twisted D swerved

  5 A pursuit B course C path D sequence

  6 A mauled  B collided C grazed D rammed 

  7 A detected  B contended C observed  D watched

  8 A upheaval B distress C distraction D altruism

  9 A idly B blissfully  C effortlessly D overly

10 A benevolent B fierce C spiteful D distraught

11 A odour B organ C scent D perfume

12 A caught B took C had D got

13 A solitary B burly C ferocious  D secretive

14 A maelstrom B menace C distractor D upheaval

15 A fatal B exotic C agile D total
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2 Complete a–h with a verb from the box in the correct form.

argue    compensate    excel    resemble    slaughter    stalk    urge    wipe

a You wouldn’t think Pat and Pamela were twins, as they don’t ………........... each other at all.

b New laws have been passed to prevent species being ………........... out by hunting.

c She’s getting a lot of training in her new job, so that ………........... for her low salary.

d Our cat had been patiently ………........... a mouse, but it ran into a hole before she could catch it.

e As we arrived at the village, the inhabitants ………........... dozens of chickens for a feast.

f I ………........... you to report anything you know about the crime to the police.

g My parents always ………........... that it was important to study hard and get good qualifications.

h Their son ………........... at maths and science subjects, while their daughter is more creative.

3 Match what each person A–F says with one of the descriptions 1–7. There is one extra description.

A ‘That was a fantastic holiday – the best I’ve ever been on!’

B ‘I’m really sorry. I completely forgot that you didn’t want me to tell anyone.’

C ‘I was really nervous before the interview, but it went well in the end.’

D ‘My Dad was absolutely furious with me when he discovered I’d borrowed his car.’

E ‘Everyone else at the wedding reception was about ten years younger than me and nobody spoke 
to me all night.’

F ‘My sister just sat around watching TV while I put her children to bed then washed all the dishes.’

1 This person felt like a fish out of water. 5 This person had a whale of a time.

2 This person had butterflies in their stomach. 6 This person was in the doghouse.

3 This person went to a hen party. 7 This person let the cat out of the bag.

4 This person did the donkey work.

4 For a–f decide which word or phrase in italics best completes the sentence.

a agile/graceful 
Susanne is so ………........... and pretty that she could easily work as a model.

b resource/expertise 
The Internet is a very useful ………........... for doing research on a wide variety of topics.

c kinship/offspring 
Pandas are endangered not only by hunting and the destruction of their environment, but also 
because they produce very few ………........... .

d under wraps/underwater 
Details of the New Year celebrations are being kept ………........... for the time being. 

e repulsive/humble 
I find earthworms ………........... ; that’s why I rarely do any gardening.

f horns/tusks  
Ivory is a hard bone-like substance that forms the ………........... of elephants.
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Unit 5
Vocabulary practice
1 For 1–10 decide which word (A, B or C) best completes the sentence.

  1 If I were you, I’d have that tooth removed ……… before the pain gets any worse. 
A briskly B manually C promptly

  2 My sister once fractured her ……… when she fell off a ladder. 
A hip B posture C torso

  3 Tom didn’t achieve the grades he needed to get into university because he ……… his studies. 
A boosted B released C neglected

  4 Extreme ironing, in which people iron their clothes at the top of mountains or  
underwater, is ……… the most ridiculous sport ever invented. 
A arguably B legibly C entirely

  5 When lifting heavy objects, you should bend your knees in order to ……… the strain on  
your back. 
A determine B minimise C reflect

  6 At her second attempt, Kathy Reese managed to ……… the women’s long jump world record at the 
European Athletics Championship. 
A shatter B stimulate C soar

  7 Your sister will end up with a bruise on her ……… if you keep kicking her under the  
table like that. 
A jaw B shin C skull

  8 An ……… and sudden pain in the left arm is sometimes the first warning of a heart  
attack. 
A elastic  B intense C intensive

  9 Improving his general level of fitness is his main ……… at the moment. 
A factor B priority C therapy

10 When the Romans left Britain 1500 years ago they left behind a huge ……… in terms of  
language and buildings. 
A artery B legacy C longevity

2 Complete a–i with a word formed from the word in capitals.

a The long period of study ………........... her from becoming a doctor. COURAGE 

b I was completely exhausted after so much sleep ………........... . DEPRIVE

c Doing yoga is an excellent way of improving the ………........... of your joints. FLEXIBLE

d There has been much less ………........... in the town centre recently. VANDAL
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e This cake may not look very …… ………...........… , but it tastes delicious. TEMPT

f It is ………........... to go canoeing if you haven’t learnt to swim. ADVISE

g We were astonished by the ………........... that Paula’s parents  REVEAL 
had separated.

h Stephen lives in a ………........... flat overlooking the river. SPACE

i Tests showed the driver to have a high ………........... of alcohol in his blood. CONCENTRATE

3 Complete a–g with a phrase from the box.

a turn for the worse          all it’s cracked up to be          in moderation 
in the right frame of mind     take for granted     under the weather     without trace

a You may drink coffee while following this diet, but only  
……………………………………………… .

b Children nowadays ……………………………………………… that their parents will drive 
them wherever they want to go. 

c The patient had been recovering well from the operation, but unfortunately he took 
……………………………………………… in the night.

d Two explorers have disappeared ……………………………………………… after setting out  
to cross the Sahara desert on foot.

e My youngest son’s feeling a bit ……………………………………………… so I didn’t send  
him to school today.

f Many people have to be ……………………………………………… before they tackle  
the housework.

g Caviar is quite tasty, but in my view it’s not ……………………………………………… .

4 Match descriptions a –j with words 1–10.

a the most likely to be chosen  1 altitude

b extremely serious, or extremely bad  2 blush

c height above sea level 3 boast

d ordinary human being 4 compatible

e able to be used together without causing problems 5 grumpy

f a person who sees something happening 6 prime

g talk proudly  7 reckon

h a group of people available for work when needed  8 severe

i think something or have an opinion about something 9 pool

j turn red from embarrassment 10 mortal
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Unit 6
Vocabulary practice
1 Complete a–f by combining one word from column A with one from column B. Use each 

word once only.

A B 
crime pitched 
high conscious 
make ridden 
mild rate 
second believe 
self mannered

a Constant ……… - ……… screams and laughter from the playground next door made it 
difficult for Sylvia to concentrate. 

b Now a successful author, he spent his childhood in a ……… - ……… world of pirates, 
ghosts and monsters. 

c New York used to have a reputation for being ……… - ……… but it’s improved a lot in 
recent years. 

d It’s not like Tom to lose his temper – he’s usually a very ……… - ……… man. 

e Most people feel a bit ……… - ……… the first time they make a speech in public.

f The Time Out review describes this latest release as ……… - ……… with a weak script.

2 Replace the underlined words in a–j with a word from the box with a similar meaning. 
There are four extra words you don’t need to use.

acute        ardent        artificial        digestive        doomed        elusive 
instantaneous        fishy        magnetic        reckless        isolated     
simultaneous        tremendous        unforeseen

a Careless and dangerous driving can lead to a ban.

b Given their different interests and personalities, their relationship was certain to fail from 
the start.

c The results of the treatment are not immediate, but you should notice an improvement 
after a few days.

d He is becoming increasingly separated from other people due to his rudeness and 
unsociable behaviour.

e Humans’ sense of smell is less sensitive than that of dogs. 

f You obviously put a very great amount of effort into researching this topic.

g The delay in delivering the goods was due to totally unexpected circumstances.

h My neighbour’s an enthusiastic supporter of Real Madrid.

i I wouldn’t trust that man – his smile is false and unnatural.

j A solution to the problem of teenage crime in the area was proving difficult to find.
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3 Complete gaps 1–6 in the text below with a verb from the box in the correct form. 
Use each verb once only. There are four extra verbs you don’t need to use.

acquire      adhere      convert      emit      generate     
install      levitate      renovate      rocket      rotate

With the price of oil 1 ……………… on a daily basis, more and more people are looking for 
ways to reduce their home heating and electricity bills. Wind power is one possible solution. 
Small wind turbines for home use can be 2 ……………… in any area where wind speeds 
are in the range of 14 to 36km per hour. At these speeds, the blades of the wind turbine 
3 ……………… at 800–900 revolutions per minute and 4 ……………… about one kilowatt of 
electricity. On a yearly basis, this represents a saving of about 30 per cent on the average 
electricity bill. Small wind turbines like these can now be 5 ……………… and put in place 
for less than 3000. Unlike the large turbines used on wind farms, which 6 ……………… a 
constant low sound, these small units produce very little noise.  

4 For a–j decide which word in italics best completes the sentence.

a despising/exposing/repelling 
Popular newspapers can make a lot of money by ……………… scandals involving 
celebrities or politicians.

b format/principle/standard 
Those students whose written work is not up to the ……………… required will be asked 
to repeat the module.

c glared/glimpsed/staggered  
The old man ……………… at the children whose ball had broken his window.  

d charisma/odour/forcefield 
There’s a very unpleasant ……………… coming from the fridge – do you think the  
milk has gone off?

e discomfort/fortune/insult 
You may be in a bit of ……………… after this tooth has been removed.

f adopt/confront/sue 
Ray and Alice have decided to ……………… a child since they can’t have any of  
their own.

g mutants/opponents/participants  
Having beaten all their ……………… this year, our team is at the head of the league table.

h glancing/peeping/gazing  
We enjoyed ……………… at the sea for hours on end from the window of our holiday 
cottage.

i flee/hobble/stray 
The airport was packed with people desperately attempting to ……………… from the war.

j leftover/fortune/fraction 
Our new TV cost a ……………… but it doesn’t work any better than the previous one.
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Unit 7
 Vocabulary practice 
1 Replace the underlined part of a–i with a word from the box with a similar meaning. 

catastrophic     curious     dreaded     extensively     indestructible 
lithe     moral     relatively     resilient

a Harry’s fitness workout was long and difficult – he spent two hours in the gym. 

b Professional ballet dancers have to be extemely fit and flexible. 

c I have to take that feared exam next week. 

d Young children sometimes seem to be unbreakable – they have all kinds of accidents but 
they just get up and carry on. 

e Apart from the last question, I found the maths test fairly easy.

f The curious thing about Simon is that he actually enjoys working under pressure. 

g Last year’s earthquake had a disastrous effect on the lives of thousands of people.   

h Do you think it is acceptable behaviour to lie to protect a friend?

i The hotel has been very much rebuilt since coming under new management. 

2 Match words 1–10 with descriptions a–j.

a a young child   1 account

b a feeling of great satisfaction after a success   2 defeat

c failure to win or be successful   3 venue

d someone who watches something but does not take part in it   4 impending

e about to happen very soon   5 onlooker

f a difficulty or problem   6 toddler

g the state of being poor   7 poverty

h a place where people meet for an organized event   8 setback

i a written or spoken description of something that has happened    9 technique

j a way of doing something 10 triumph
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3 For 1–5 decide which word, (A, B or C) cannot be used to complete the sentence.

1 One of the most ……… decisions a young person must make is what career to follow. 
A crucial B grave C momentous

2 The climate in northern Russia is extremely ……… , which is why not many people live 
there. 
A excessive B harsh C vivid

3 Leonardo da Vinci is ……… not only as a talented painter but also as a brilliant inventor.  
A celebrated B fundamental C renowned

4 The millionaire’s wife wanted to ……… her new diamond necklace. 
A call in B clear out C show off

5 We were all ……… to learn that Tony had given up his job as an accountant and gone off 
to explore the jungles of Indonesia. 
A astounded B intrigued C established

4 Complete a–j with a verb from the box in the correct form. There are three extra verbs you 
don’t need to use.

abound      abuse      counteract      dismiss      drain      dwell      feature 
pledge      retreat      stamp out      shudder      submerge      undergo

a Exercise or meditation are better ways of ………........... stress than medication.

b Our beautiful dream home was ………........... under six foot of water during the flooding.

c Since his appointment last autumn, the new headmaster ………........... bullying in our 
school.

d Before the discovery of homo floresiensis, tales of elves and dwarves ………........... as 
pure fantasy.

e After the attack, the army was forced to ………........... from their position on the hilltop.

f The play ………........... a fine performance by Hollywood star Josie Field.

g Last week the government ………........... one million dollars to help the survivors of the 
earthquake.

h The accountant was found to have ………........... his position by stealing from the 
company.

i Seas around these islands ………........... with brightly coloured marine life.

j As it was far too wet for anything to grow on it, the farmer decided to ………........... the 
field.
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Unit 8
Vocabulary practice
1 Complete a–j with a verb from the box in the correct form. There are three extra verbs you  

don’t need to use.

contravene       decline       end up       erect       lack       misrepresent 
nip       pose       reason       regard       savour       tease       undertake

a Attendance at many football grounds has ………........... this season.

b I haven’t really won the lottery – I ………........... you when I said that.

c Advances in science often ………........... as many problems as they solve.

d If no one will volunteer to ………........... this task, I’ll have to appoint someone to do it.

e By eating more slowly you can ………........... every mouthful of your food.

f We ………........... that the journey would be much quicker and cheaper if we hired a car between us. 

g Have you seen that strange statue that ………........... outside the town hall?

h We took a wrong turning coming out of the city and ………........... heading north on the  
motorway instead of south.

i They said I hadn’t got the job because I ………........... the necessary experience for such  
a responsible position.

j Sue’s attitude is so positive that she ………........... setbacks as opportunities to learn,  
rather than as problems. 

2 Complete a–h with a word formed from the word in capitals.

a In crisis situations like these government ………........... is necessary. INTERVENE

b ………........... characters like James Bond can become more FICTION 
famous than their author.

c One of the worst things about being a waitress is that you have to  SOCIAL  
work ………........... hours.

d When driving, even a ………........... loss of concentration can lead  MOMENT 
to an accident.

e Few people nowadays question the ………........... of protecting the  DESIRE 
environment.

f Although the driver of the car survived the crash, she is in a  CRITIC 
………........... condition.

g This winter has seen an ………........... increase in flooding PRECEDENT 
in the north of the country.

h The child shook her head ………........... and denied responsibility  VIGOUR 
for breaking the vase. 
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3 For a–h decide which word in italics best completes the sentence.

a colleague/contemporary  
I’ve known Richard for years – he was a ………........... of mine when we were students  
at Oxford.

b drought/tremor 
Exceedingly low rainfall over the last three years has led to a ………........... in many areas 
of the country.

c antisocial/trivial 
There’s no need to take such a(n) ………........... problem to the boss; I’m sure I can deal 
with it.  

d tangible/vague 
One of the ………........... benefits of the aid programme is the installation of pipes 
providing clean drinking water.

e league/scheme 
My team has been top of the ………........... since the beginning of the season.

f capacity/function 
By fixing the age at which people may drive, vote or get married, the law recognises that 
teenagers don’t yet have the ………........... to make certain major decisions.

g fail-safe/far-fetched 
The idea of people having computers in their homes seemed ………........... . as recently as 
thirty years ago.

h contagious/pessimistic 
According to my doctor it’s not a ………........... illness, so I can return to work as soon as I 
feel well enough to do so.

4 Complete a–g with a phrase from the box. There are two extra phrases you don’t need to use.

at stake      in the long run      in your shoes      off course      on the cards     
on the spur of the moment      out of the blue      under your belt      with hindsight

a It seemed like the right decision at the time but, ………........... , he realised he had been  
wrong.

b Now that you’ve got a qualification in English ………........... you’ll stand a better chance  
of getting a job in tourism.

c If large sums of money are ………........... , such as when buying a new car, Jeff and his  
wife take the final decision together.

d The clothes that I like best are those that I bought ………........... ; for some reason I  
always choose badly when I go shopping for something specific.

e Last night we got a phone call ………........... from someone we haven’t seen for nearly  
ten years.

f Despite costing more than we really wanted to pay, ………........... our house turned out  
to be a very good investment.

g All these interruptions are throwing the discussion ………........... so would you save your  
questions for later, please?
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Unit 9
Vocabulary practice
1 Match what each person did (a–g) with the name of their crime (1–7).

a threatened an old lady with a knife and stole her wallet 1 arson

b killed someone without having planned to do so 2 blackmail

c brought illegal drugs into the country 3 forgery

d set fire to a building deliberately 4 fraud

e produced false banknotes 5 manslaughter

f used someone else’s credit card details in order to buy things 6 mugging

g threatened to tell a secret unless she was given money 7 smuggling

2 Complete a–j with a verb from the box in the correct form. There is one verb that you will 
need to use twice.

axe       bring out       cope       deduct       get over     
give out       hold out       peak       pull over

a If we don’t stop for a rest soon, I think my legs are going to ………........... .

b She’s waiting until the book ………........... in paperback before she buys a copy.

c Mandy is finding it difficult to ………........... now that she’s got two toddlers and a baby 
to look after.

d Sales of the crime writer’s work ………........... in 2001 and have declined slightly since 
then.

e Due to the introduction of robots, eight hundred production jobs at the car factory 
………........... next spring.

f Frank ………........... his hand to help his mother as she stepped off the boat.

g None of the drivers ………........... to let the truck pass through the narrow street.

h Rosemary couldn’t ………........... how much her grandson had changed since she had 
last seen him.

i The shopkeeper ………........... ten per cent from the cost of the dishwasher because it 
had a small scratch on it.  

j Could you come along at the start of the seminar to help me ………........... the 
worksheets?
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3 Replace the underlined part of sentences a–l with a word from the box with a similar meaning.  
There are two extra words you don’t need to use. 

affluent    distressing    disused    dull    eligible    genre    greed    habitual 
impeccable    misuse    offence    prominent    splendid    stubborn

a You are not allowed according to the rules to take part in this competition.

b While on holiday in France, we visited several very impressive castles. 

c It can be very upsetting to see an animal in pain.

d This is a particularly wealthy neighbourhood where property prices are extremely high.

e What type of films do you like watching?

f Joanna Ransom’s perfect performance of the difficult Rachmaninov symphony was the 
highlight of the concert.

g Even people who commit a serious illegal act should expect to be treated fairly in a 
court of law.

h A well-known politician will be visiting our town during the summer festival.

i As a group of teenagers sheltered in the uninhabited farmhouse, you knew something  
awful was about to happen in the film.

j Mike is so unwilling to change his attitude that he won’t accept help even when he  
needs it.

k The company is already making huge profits and it’s just a strong desire for more wealth 
that makes them charge higher and higher prices.

l For some reason, Shona always seem to choose boyfriends who are unable to stop  
themselves from being liars. 

4 Complete a–h with a word formed from the word in capitals.

a All their close friends and a few ………........... came to their wedding. ACQUAINT

b Police believe they have uncovered a ………........... to blow up the  CONSPIRE 
Houses of Parliament.

c The airline was criticised for their ………........... advert which  LEAD 
suggested all their flights cost just £25.

d Finally, finish off the cake with a ………........... of nuts on the top. SCATTER

e You should always ………........... the small print before you sign  SCRUTINY 
any legal document.

f The magician performed the trick with such ………........... that it  SUBTLE 
was impossible to see how it was done.

g People who are colour-blind find it hard to ………........... between  DISTINCT 
red and green.

h The seas around Norway offer an unpolluted ………........... marine  BOUNTY 
environment to be explored.
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Unit 10
Vocabulary practice
1 For a–h decide which word in italics best completes the sentence.

a bid/exchanged  
At the auction she ………........... €2,500 for the painting, but it finally went for €3,500. 

b relentless/ruthless 
Mary said that the ………........... training for the swimming team is exhausting.

c shopping sprees/window-shopping 
My grandmother used to love ………........... , but she rarely actually bought anything.

d incompatible/atrocious 
Working at night is ………........... with having an active social life.

e avid/elated 
Carol’s an ………........... reader – she gets through at least three novels a week.

f commission/evaluation 
The salary is low, but employees get a ten per cent ………........... on everything they sell.

g strict/hard-hitting 
The twins’ mother is very ………........... with them, which may explain why they’re so 
well-behaved.

h undisputed/extravagant 
Due to his ………........... lifestyle Paul found himself in severe financial difficulties.

2 Match what each person A–E says with one of the descriptions 1–6. There is one extra 
description which you don’t need to use.

A ‘I went in to buy a toaster, but the salesman was so persuasive that I ended up buying a 
DVD player as well!’

B ‘I never expected to sell six thousand copies of my CD in the first week alone.’

C ‘Since I was buying a present for Sandy, I thought it was only fair to get one for you and 
Jake too.’

D ‘I thought if she could earn money making cakes, why shouldn’t I do it too?’

E ‘Everyone was talking about this amazing new band, even though they haven’t released an 
album yet.’

1 This person wanted to get in on the act.

2 This person heard about something on the grapevine.

3 This person met someone who had the gift of the gab.

4 This person wanted to get down to business.

5 This person wanted to do right by everyone.

6 This person succeeded beyond her wildest dreams.
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3 For a–f complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first one, using 
the word given. Use between two to five words, and don’t change the form of the word 
given.

a How can you expect to find anything when there are papers all over your desk?  
littered 
How can you expect to find anything when your desk 
……………………………………………… papers? 

b Now that you’ve lent us your laptop, we can start doing some work. 
business 
Now that you’ve lent us your laptop, we can get ……………………………………………… .

c Unfortunately, the restaurant wasn’t as good as I’d expected. 
live 
Unfortunately, the restaurant didn’t ……………………………………………… my 
expectations.

d You would be wise to have a look in a few places before you buy anything. 
shop 
You would be wise to ……………………………………………… before you buy anything.

e It’s very embarrassing how she argues about the price of everything she wants to buy. 
haggles 
It’s very embarrassing how she ……………………………………………… the price of 
everything she wants to buy.

f When I paid a visit to my favourite clothes shop, I was horrified to see it had closed 
down. 
out 
When I paid a visit to my favourite clothes shop, I was horrified to see it had 
……………………………………………… business.

4 Match words 1–10 with descriptions a–j.

a something of value 1 auction

b a person or thing that is unusual 2 barrier

c a new idea or way of doing something 3 waste

d a method of buying and selling things 4 asset

e the crime of stealing goods from a store  5 innovation

f materials that are no longer needed and are thrown away 6 junk mail

g a person who can’t stop buying new things 7 personnel

h something that separates people 8 rarity

i unwanted advertising material sent by post 9 shopaholic

j the people who work for a specific company or organisation 10 shoplifting
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Unit 11
Vocabulary practice 
1	 For a–f decide which word in italics cannot be used to complete the sentence.

a climax/massacre/soundtrack 
While the acting and the special effects were great, I thought the ………........... of the film 
was disappointing.

b exhilarating/stunning/arduous 
Johnny Depp gives another ………........... performance as Captain Jack in the latest Pirates 
of the Caribbean movie.

c intimidated/mediocre/wooden 
She may have made a name for herself in films, but on stage her acting can only be 
described as ………........... .

d bullied/evaded/loathed 
When they were younger Andy ………........... his cousin Matthew, but now they’re the 
best of friends.

e gripping/witty/scathing 
There’s a very ………........... review in this morning’s paper of that art show we went to.

f bloodthirsty/mischievous/spine-chilling 
Many people are surprised that such a ………........... film has been rated as being suitable 
for children.

2	 Replace the underlined phrases in a–g with one of the phrasal verbs from the box in the 
correct form. There are two extra phrasal verbs you don’t need to use.

come out with           come up with           do away with           fall out with 
get on with         give in to         hang around         make up         stick up for

a Nadia was the only girl in a family with five boys, so she learnt to defend herself from an 
early age.

b Julie quarrelled with her best friend because they both liked the same boy. 

c Sometimes men buy flowers to compensate for upsetting their girlfriends.

d Where do you and your friends usually spend time together at the weekend?

e I can’t imagine what made him say such critical comments in the meeting this morning.

f Tim’s so good-natured that he always agrees to do what everyone else wants. 

g If I were the mayor, I would stop allowing all traffic in the town centre apart from buses.
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3 Read the text below and complete gaps 1–10 with the best option (A, B, C or D).

Jessica had enjoyed drama at school and so decided to 1 ……… for a part in a play being 
put on by her local amateur drama group. Being young and pretty and keen to be in the 
2 ……… , she hoped she’d be chosen for the part of the romantic heroine. Her main rival 
for this role turned out to be a plump, blonde woman who was well into middle age. At 
the audition Jessica observed this woman; her acting was 3 ……… , she 4 ……… when 
she sang and she totally failed to 5 ……… any emotion at all. Jessica was certain that she 
herself would get the part. When Jessica’s turn came she 6 ……… a performance which was 
certainly far better than the other woman’s. Understandably, Jessica was hurt and 7 ……… 
when the older woman was chosen. However, she later discovered the woman was the 
director’s wife and was always the 8 ……… actress in the company’s productions. This made 
Jessica feel a bit better about the whole 9 ……… , but left her wondering why the group 
didn’t just 10 ……… with the pretence of holding auditions. 

  1 A animate B admonish C audition  D retrieve

  2 A choir B stocking C glare D spotlight

  3 A mediocre B seamless C cruel D gangling

  4 A wielded B shrieked C wreaked D hummed

  5 A convey B conduct C confound D conspire

  6 A did away with  B turned in C made up for D gave in to

  7 A bloodthirsty B wooden C resentful D excruciating

  8 A loopy B lead C complex D fabled

  9 A affair B notion C idiocy D execution

10 A dismiss  B dispense  C discourage D disabuse 

4	 Match adjectives 1–10 with descriptions a–j.

a extremely good   1 animated

b easy to understand    2 fainthearted

c being an essential part of something   3 gorgeous

d thin and weak   4 loopy

e very good-looking   5 outstanding

f strange or crazy    6 straightforward

g lacking in courage    7 weedy

h behaving badly   8 knobbly

i lively   9 naughty

j having small hard lumps 10 integral
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Unit 12
Vocabulary practice 
1	 Complete each sentence a–g with a word formed from the word in capitals.

a People tend to move to cities because jobs are ……………… there. PLENTY

b The ……………… of water decreases as it freezes, which explains why ice  DENSE 
floats.

c She’s unlikely to want to go on a jungle-trekking holiday since she’s  PETRIFY 
……………… of snakes and any kind of insects. 

d This is one of the most popular and ……………… quiz programmes ever  ENDURE 
shown on TV.

e I must admit I had my ……………… when I saw the initial plans for RESERVE 
the project.

f Stop annoying me – my patience is not ……………… , you know. EXHAUST

g We had just missed our train, and spent hours in a waiting-room that  DRAUGHT 
was dark and ……………… .

2	 Complete a–h with a verb from the box in the correct form. There are two extra  
verbs you don’t need to use.

acquaint      besiege      counter      crack      dilute     
extinguish      rot      seed      straddle      whip

a Once scientists ……… the problem of how to store energy from the sun, solar energy  
systems should be cheaper and more efficient.

b When vegetation ……… , it releases carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.

c This juice is concentrated, so you need to ……… it with water before you drink it.

d Indonesia ……… the equator but the whole of the neighbouring country of Malaysia lies  
north of it. 

e Dozens of firemen worked for hours before they managed to ……… the last of the flames.

f It’s important to ……… yourself with all the facts before making any decisions about what 
to do next.

g No sooner had she swept the courtyard than a sudden wind ……… up all the dust and  
leaves and scattered them all over the place again.

h He goes on a diet every January to ……… the effects of over-eating during the Christmas  
season.
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3 Complete a–g by combining one word from column A with one from column B. Use each 
word once only.

A B 
concrete scenario 
fossil effect 
knock-on jungle 
greenhouse fuels 
global stream 
jet gas 
worst-case warming

a The ………........... is that the company will have to close down, but we hope it won’t 
come to that.

b Carbon dioxide is the main ………........... that affects climate change.

c Environmental changes in one part of the world can have a ………........... on the climate 
of another region thousands of miles away. 

d Power stations that run on ………........... emit large quantities of carbon dioxide.  

e There is still controversy over the existence of ………........... but there is no doubt that 
world temperatures are rising.

f Planes on long-distance flights follow the path of the ………........... which allows the 
wind to reduce the journey time.

g My grandfather remembers how beautiful this town used to be before developers turned 
it into a ………........... .

4	 Write nouns that match definitions a–i, beginning with the letters given.

a a large area of land that has never been developed w ………...........

b a person who studies plants b ………...........

c an area of high, flat land p ………...........

d a strip of land along the top of a line of mountains r ………...........

e a small hole made by a sharp point p ………...........

f the highest part of a mountain s ………...........

g feeling of losing your balance v ………...........

h an issue people disagree about b ………...........

i rubbish t ………...........
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Unit 1
1 1 a

2 B
3 a
4 B
5 C
6 B

2 a get on with
b broke out
c sworn by
d burn out
e sprung up
f come up with
g put in
h came in
i turned up 
j got over

3 a 6
B 5
C 3
d 4
e 1
F 2

4 a essential
b conscientious
c nostalgic
d accomplished
e motivated
f gloomy
g self-reliant
h apprehensive
i sensitive
j mundane

Unit 2
1 1 d

2 B
3 C
4 a
5 a
6 B
7 C
8 B
9 d

 10 d

2 a 4
b 1
c 8
d 6
e 9
f 7
g 3
h 2
i 10
j 5

3 1 a
2 C
3 B
4 B
5 a
6 C
7 B

4 a stood
b scrambled
c beating
d come
e called
f get
g filters
h swept

Unit 3
1 a vending machine

b wind chill
c senior citizen
d space shuttle
e boarding pass
f marketing strategy

2 a carry out
b put (you) up
c set down
d turned down
e bargained for
f hooked up
g broke down
h bring up
i  brought (the government) 

down
j set up
k  break (the crowd of protesters) 

up
l puts down

3 a deterioration
b prohibitive
c likelihood
d outrageous
e revolutionised
f prestigious
g investment

4 a 2
b 5
c 4
d 6
e 8
f 3
g 9
h 10
i 1
j 7

5 a no wonder
b en route
c in store
d how on earth
e as a matter of course
f The chances are that
g out of this world
h in the pipeline

Unit 4
1 1 B

2 C
3 B
4 d
5 a
6 B
7 C
8 B
9 d

 10 d
 11 C
 12 a
 13 C
 14 B
 15 a

2 a resemble
b wiped
c compensates
d stalking
e were slaughtering
f urge
g argued
h excels

3 a 5
B 7
C 2
d 6
e 1
F 4

4 a graceful
b resource
c offspring
d under wraps
e repulsive
f tusks

Unit 5
1 1 C

2 a
3 C
4 a
5 B
6 a
7 B
8 B
9 B

 10 B
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2 a discouraged
b deprivation
c flexibility
d vandalism
e tempting
f inadvisable
g revelation
h spacious
i concentration

3 a in moderation
b take for granted
c a turn for the worse
d without trace
e under the weather
f in the right frame of mind
g all it’s cracked up to be

4 a 6
b 8
c 1
d 10
e 4
f 5
g 3
h 9
i 7
j 2

Unit 6
1 a high-pitched

b make-believe
c crime-ridden
d mild-mannered
e self-conscious
f second-rate

2 a reckless 
b doomed
c instantaneous
d isolated
e acute
f tremendous
g unforeseen
h ardent
i artificial
j elusive

3 1 rocketing
2 installed
3 rotate
4 generate
5 acquired
6 emit

4 a exposing
b standard
c glared
d odour
e discomfort
f adopt
g opponents
h gazing
i flee
j fortune

Unit 7
1 a punishing 

b lithe
c dreaded
d indestructible
e relatively
f curious
g catastrophic
h moral
i extensively

2 a 6
b 10
c 2
d 5
e 4
f 8
g 7
h 3
i 1
j 9

3 1 B
2 C
3 B
4 B
5 C

4 a counteracting
b submerged
c has stamped out
d were dismissed
e retreat
f features/featured
g pledged
h abused
i abound
j drain

Unit 8
1 a declined

b was teasing
c pose
d undertake
e savour
f reasoned
g has been erected
h ended up
i lacked
j regards

2 a intervention
b Fictional
c unsocial
d momentary
e desirability
f critical
g unprecedented
h vigorously

3 a contemporary
b drought
c trivial
d tangible
e league
f capacity
g far-fetched
h contagious

4 a with hindsight
b under your belt
c at stake
d on the spur of the moment
e out of the blue
f in the long run
g off course

Unit 9
1 a 6

b 5
c 7
d 1
e 3
f 4
g 2

2 a give out
b is brought out
c cope
d peaked
e will be axed
f held out
g pulled over
h get over
i deducted
j give out
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3 a eligible
b splendid
c distressing
d affluent
e genre
f impeccable
g offence
h prominent
i disused
j stubborn
k greed
l habitual

4 a acquaintances
b conspiracy
c misleading
d scattering
e scrutinise
f subtlety
g distinguish
h bountiful

Unit 10
1 a bid

b relentless
c window-shopping
d incompatible
e avid
f commission
g strict
h extravagant

2 a 3
B 6
C 5
d 1
e 2

3 a is littered with
b down to business
c live up to
d shop around
e haggles over
f gone out of

4 a 4
b 8
c 5
d 1
e 10
f 3
g 9
h 2
i 6
j 7

Unit 11
1 a massacre

b arduous
c intimidated
d evaded
e gripping
f mischievous

2 a stick up for
b fell out with
c make up for
d hang around
e come out with
f gives in to
g do away with

3 1 C 
2 d 
3 a 
4 B 
5 a 
6 B 
7 C 
8 B 
9 a

 10 B

4 a 5
b 6
c 10
d 7
e 3
f 4
g 2
h 9
i 1
j 8

Unit 12  A changing 
world

1 a plentiful
b density
c petrified
d enduring
e reservations
f inexhaustible
g draughty 

2 a crack/have cracked
b rots
c dilute
d straddles
e extinguish
f acquaint
g whipped
h counter

3 a worst-case scenario
b greenhouse gas
c knock-on effect
d fossil fuels
e global warming
f jet stream
g concrete jungle

4 a wilderness
b botanist
c plateau
d ridge
e puncture
f summit
g vertigo
h battleground
i trash
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